PIG PEN MUD VOLLEYBALL 2022 RULES
1. Twelve person coed roster-3 men/3 women on the court. A player can be
added to the roster up until the end of your second game, not to go over the
twelve person limit. This is not to replace anyone. It is only if your roster is
not full. Each participant can only play on one team.
2. Outgoing High School Freshman and up play on adult teams. Outgoing
Eighth Graders and under play on youth teams. ***All players must sign the
waiver form, all players under age 18 must have a parent/guardian signature
as well.***
3. Round robin style of tournament play with rally scoring. Each match during
round robin is won by the first team to reach 30 points, must win by 2
points. Each match will have a 25 minute time limit.
4. Serves-underhand only. No attacking the serve.
5. 3 hits per side, can be either men or women.
6. Body shots are ok but will be counted as a hit for the team. (Example with
foot)
7. Any player in the net that effects the play of the game will be called for a
penalty. Final call will be made by the ref.
8. Losing team shall provide referee for the next game on the court they lost on.
9. Serving team and side choice will be decided by the drawing of the highest
number ball. Container will be at each court to draw before every game.
10. Winner of each round robin bracket will move onto the playoffs.
11. Playoff games will be the best 2 out of 3 sets. A set is won by the
team who reaches 21 points first. You must win match by 2 points.
12. No time limit for playoff games.
13. 1 ref and 2 line judges will be provided for the playoff games.

The most important rule is to have good sportsmanship. This is a
fun, recreational event. If you cannot control your attitude, you will
be asked to leave the park.

